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Solife Suite 7
Welcome to this new issue of Vermeg’s Solife quarterly newsletter. We aim to keep you informed on what
Vermeg is achieving and envisioning.
Solife is proud to announce that it released the S7.3 on March 16th, 2020. This version, just like the
previous three from last year, provides even more functional and technical enhancements, additional legal
compliance, and increased industrialization.

Functional Enhancements
Some of the key functional enhancements are retroactive management and retroactive
subscription - the S7.3 is better aligned with legal requirements with the addition of Pacte Law
(a.k.a. Loi Pacte). The Pacte Law support enables an easier and more optimized management of the
pension savings between the insurance company and the asset manager, through the
standardization of products (group products, individual products, and universal products).

Technical improvements

Quality improvements

• PostgreSQL compatibility
• Docker container support

• 100% covered by automatic testing for Web
Services

Industrialization
•
•
•
•

New version of the migration tool
Annotation Checker tool
New version of ODS based on spring batch
Transport Param Tool

Upcoming
Solife’s roadmap reflects Vermeg’s ambitious vision
when it comes to providing a reliable and feature-rich
product. It is also the result of many discussions with
our clients who expressed their new needs and shared
with us their own vision of how they wish to evolve.
As such, the upcoming standard release in September
2020 will include a larger API catalog to accelerate
and streamline Front End deployments.
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Trends

Did you know?

Solife’s readiness to deal with the Pacte Law
generated interest for many prospects are
considering Solife to manage future insurance
products.
We have also seen a marked interest in Solife
as a solution which makes it possible to set up a
“best in class”, closed book competence center
enabling the rapid decommission of legacy
systems, reduce cost per policy and create
variable run cost, thanks to the efficiency of its
processes.

Vermeg can help you digitize your solutions. As
such, Vermeg has developed a seamless endto-end insurance digital journey that meets
your end customers’ expectations. The journey
combines analysis, customer knowledge, and
artificial intelligence to enable you to increase
sales performance and meet your customers’
expectations, strengthening your relationship
with your base customers and ensuring their
loyalty.

COVID-19

This journey is based on our vision of creating a
middle layer to your system to assist you in
providing attractive and easy to understand
offers which can even free you from potential
existing systems constraints.

Coronavirus has impacted us all, both personally and professionally. We recognize that customers
rely on us and may face an increased need to leverage our solutions to enhance their business
continuity plans. At VERMEG, we’re working to do fulfill our responsibilities, by continuing to serve
our clients while providing additional support and service to further help them handle these
challenging times. Our top priority is to protect the health and well-being of our employees and our
communities, and at the same time continue to serve our clients without interruption. Please do
not hesitate to contact us using the usual channels during this unprecedented period.

If you’d like to have more information on
Solife, please write to
communication@vermeg.com

